
 

 

 

 

 

 

Character Descriptions: 
PRINCIPLE ROLES (5) 

JEAN SHEPHERD/NARRATOR: Late 40s to early 50s. A charismatic storyteller with a dynamic speaking voice, 
who can draw an audience in to the world of the play. Radio personality. He (like his younger self) has a twinkle in his 
eye. An actor with presence and spark. A good-natured curmudgeon. Midwestern. 

THE OLD MAN: Late 30s-40s. He has a good heart, but it is buried under a rough exterior. He’s not the perfect father 
by any means – he is happiest when he’s tinkering in the basement. He usually expects the worst, but is secretly a 
dreamer. A devoted husband/father, who loves his family but does not feel the need to show it. Actor must be 
comfortable working with kids.  

MOTHER: 30s-40s. She is more in charge than she would ever let anyone know. Warm but tough. Strong willed, 
straight forward, no nonsense, likable, midwestern – a kind of every-mom. 
 

RALPHIE: 9-12 (to play 9, going on 10) A regular kid – cute but not overly handsome, not precious. He wouldn’t be 
lost in a crowd, but he wouldn’t stand out either. Bright, but not precocious; the boy next door. Ralphie above all is a 
dreamer. Seeking a young boy who is 
comfortable and honest on stage. Must be able to carry a show.  
 

RANDY: 8-9. Ralphie’s younger brother. Can be a bit awkward and offbeat; admires his big brother, Ralphie, but 
won’t admit it. Seeking a young boy who is comfortable and honest on stage.  
 

ENSEMBLE ROLES (10+) 

MISS SHIELDS: Female Mid 20’s – 40’s. She is Ralphie’s elementary school teacher. Perhaps a little boring looking 
at first – ah but underneath! Great with comedy.  

SCUT FARCUS: 12-14. The classic bully; tough, perhaps taller than the other kids; there’s nothing about him you 
want to like. He’s that kid you always made sure to avoid in school. Gruff character voice. 

GROVER DILL: 12 - 14. Scut's right hand man! The classic no-nonsense sidekick.  

SANTA: Male, 30s to 60s, ill-tempered, inebriated, unhappy with his job. 

CHILDREN'S ENSEMBLE: (ages 9 through 14) 
To fill the following roles: Schwartz, Flick, Esther Jane, Mary Beth, Nancy, Goggles Kid, Kid Ensemble  
 
ADULT ENSEMBLE: (Ages 16 and up)  
To fill the following roles: Elves, Delivery Men, Townspeople, Prairie Ensemble, Villain, Bank Robbers, Escaped 
Prisoner, Mrs. Schwartz, Flick’s Mom, Nancy’s Mother, Bartender, Policeman, Fireman, Doctor, Nurse, Waiter 


